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ABSTRACT: SK3 channels are abnormaly expressed in metastatic cells, and
Ohmline (OHM), an ether lipid, has been shown to reduce the activity of SK3
channels and the migration capacity of cancer cells. OHM incorporation into the
plasma membrane is proposed to dissociate the protein complex formed between
SK3 and Orai1, a potassium and a calcium channel, respectively, and would lead
to a modification in the lipid environment of both the proteins. Here, we report
the synthesis of deuterated OHM that affords the determination, through solid-
state NMR, of its entire partitioning into membranes mimicking the SK3
environment. Use of deuterated lipids affords the demonstration of an OHM-
induced membrane disordering, which is dose-dependent and increases with
increasing amounts of cholesterol (CHOL). Molecular dynamics simulations
comfort the disordering action and show that OHM interacts with the carbonyl
and phosphate groups of stearoylphosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin and to a
minor extent with CHOL. OHM is thus proposed to remove the CHOL OH
moieties away from their main binding sites, forcing a new rearrangement with other lipid groups. Such an interaction takes its
origin at the lipid−water interface, but it propagates toward the entire lipid molecules and leads to a cooperative destabilization of
the lipid acyl chains, that is, membrane disordering. The consequences of this reorganization of the lipid phases are discussed in
the context of the OHM-induced inhibition of SK3 channels.

1. INTRODUCTION
The dysregulation of ion channel activity/expression emerged
as a common feature of cancer cells. These dysregulations
constitute new biomarkers1 and were deeply studied to better
understand the physiology of cancer cells. Interestingly, the
modulation of abnormaly and overexpressed ion channels
opens new perspectives in cancer chemotherapy as illustrated,
for instance, by antiproliferative actions triggering apoptosis2 or
for the reduction of cancer cell spreading.3 The development of
new modulators of ion channels based on an amphiphilic
molecular structure4 requires knowledge of the mechanisms
involved in channel gating and also their direct interaction with
the membrane environment that is a very complex lipid
mixture.5

Different mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
regulation of ion channels by lipids. (i) Global change in the
physical properties of the membrane. Analysis of the crystal

structure of the KvAP channel revealed that a lipid bilayer is
required to maintain the correct relative orientations of channel
domains6 and the activity of this voltage-dependent potassium
channel also depends on the negatively charged lipids.7 TRAAK
and TREK1 mechano-gated potassium channels are mechan-
ically gated by the lipid bilayer in the absence of any other
cellular components.8 Moreover, inverted-conical shape lipids
tend to favor a convex deformation of the plasma membrane
which leads to the opening of the TREK-1/TRAAK channels.9

It is well-accepted that changes in cholesterol (CHOL) content
in the plasma membrane result in a modification of membrane
fluidity and also bilayer thickness. This bilayer thickness can
indeed regulate the activity of the membrane protein10 as
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exemplified by a reduction of gramicidin channel activity11−13

induced by an increase of membrane thickness triggered by
higher incorporation of CHOL. (ii) Specific lipid−protein
interactions as exemplified with the interaction between CHOL
and the KirBac1.1 channel.14 (iii) Interactions between
channels and proteins localized in nanodomains of the plasma
membrane. Caveolin which is present in CHOL- and
sphingolipid-rich nanodomains was found to regulate potas-
sium channels.15,16 This modulation occurred either through
direct protein−lipid interactions17,18 or by influencing the
physical characteristics of the bilayer as described above.
Ohmline, named hereafter OHM, 1-O-hexadecyl-2-O-meth-

yl-rac-glycero-3-lactose (Figure 1), and belonging to a family of

synthetic glyco−glycero ether lipids, has been demonstrated to
specifically reduce the activity of SK3 potassium channels via an
interaction that remains elusive. The SK3 channel is a
potassium channel belonging to a small-conductance calcium-
activated potassium channel family (with SK1 and SK2
channels). When expressed in a cancer cell, the SK3 channel
increases twice the capacity of cells to migrate and invades a
matrix that is similar to the physiological extracellular
matrix.19,20 Using mouse models of metastatic breast cancers,
the SK3 channel was found to promote the development of
metastases, mainly the development of bone metastasesthis
observation has a direct link with the activation of SK3 by
calcium and the high calcium concentrations found in the bone
environment.21 OHM at 10 nM concentration was found to
reduce the SK3 channel activity and the migration of SK3-
expressing cancer cells with 50% efficiency in the bone
metastasis development.21

OHM is the first specific inhibitor of SK3 channels: it inhibits
the SK3 channel and, in a minor extent, the SK1 channel, and it
does not significantly affect the SK2 channel.22 Altogether,
these results provide evidence that amphiphilic compounds
such as OHM can selectively modulate the activity of SK3
channels likely due to the modification of the physicochemical
properties of the plasma membrane and of the lipid
environment even though a direct interaction of OHM with
SK3 channel cannot be excluded.

Despite the outstanding action of OHM on the SK3 channel
activity and its potent use to prevent the formation of
metastases, much less is known about its interaction with a
membrane and even less is known about the mechanism of
action at the molecular level. In this study, we aimed to assess
the behavior of OHM after its incorporation in a model
membrane by answering two basic questions: Does an
equilibrium exist between a location inside and outside the
plasma membrane? Are there any specific interactions with the
lipids present in the membrane that could explain some
modification of the membrane biophysical properties?
To answer the first question, we synthesized deuterated

OHM at sn2 position (Figure 2) and used 2H NMR, which
allows determining whether OHM, when placed in contact with
a membrane model, features an isotropic signal (a water
environment) or an anisotropic signal (a lipid environment).
To answer the second question, we carried out molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations on a model mimicking the SK3
lipid environment and assessed membrane dynamic via 2H
NMR experiments that made use of deuterated POPC as
molecular probe.

2. RESULTS

2.1. NMR. 2.1.1. OHM Partitioning into the Membrane.
Wide-line 2H NMR of methyl-deuterated OHM was performed
in water and in POPC/SM/CHOL and POPC membranes,
Figure 3. The spectrum of OHM in solution (7.6 mM) (Figure
3a, black trace) is a small so-called “powder” pattern with two
isotropic lines superimposed. One is assigned to residual
deuterated water (centered at 4.7 ppm), and the other one is
assigned to OHM in solution (at 2.3 ppm). Solid-state 2H
NMR is indeed capable of distinguishing molecules in solution,
in small isotropic micelles, or in larger entities. Fast molecular
tumbling as in solution or for nanometric micelles leads to the
so-called isotropic lines; the solid-state quadrupolar interaction
is averaged to zero by fast (picosecond) Brownian motions.23

For larger entities, micrometric liposomes or large vesicles, the
slow motions (microseconds to nanoseconds), mainly aniso-
tropic, do not average the interaction to zero. One obtains
residual “powder patterns” reflecting the onset of such slow
motions. An intermediate situation may be obtained for edifices
of a 50−200 nm hydrodynamic radius, such as wormlike
micelles, which present “exchange” line shapes23 as observed for
the very small residual powder pattern in Figure 3a. The
experimental spectrum could be simulated (red traces and
inset) using a quadrupolar splitting of 2.6 kHz and two
isotropic lines of 29 and 13% contributing to water and OHM,

Figure 1. Chemical structure of OHM (1-O-hexadecyl-2-O-methyl-
rac-glycero-3-lactose).

Figure 2. Last two steps for the synthesis of C2H3O-OHM (2H3-OHM).
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respectively, in solution. The presence of such a powder pattern
(58%) indicated that deuterated OHM is under the form of
large micelles (possibly wormlike). When applied to liposomes,

the spectrum of 2H OHM is composed of a central isotropic
line at 4.7 ppm (deuterated water) and a well-defined axially
symmetric powder pattern representative of entire partitioning
of OHM into the membrane (Figure 3b); signals of OHM in
micelles or in solution are no longer detected (less than 1%
experimental error). Such patterns are characteristic of
molecules embedded in liquid-disordered or liquid-ordered
(lo) environments that maintain the axial symmetry of the
motional processes occurring under such conditions. Simu-
lations (red traces) report quadrupolar splittings of 9.2 and 7.4
kHz for OHM in POPC/SM/CHOL and POPC liposomes,
respectively. This indicates that OHM sits in a more ordered
environment when embedded in a CHOL-containing mem-
brane (Figure 3b).

2.1.2. OHM Disorders Membranes. The effect of OHM on
the dynamics of several membrane systems was monitored
using POPC perdeuterated on the palmitic sn-1 chain. POPC
was used either as a pure system or in the presence of major
amounts of sphingomyelin (SGML), that is, POPC/SM/
CHOL (10/85/5, mol %) or with a high concentration of
CHOL, that is, POPC/SM/CHOL (10/60/30, mol %). The
temperature was varied from 25 to 45 °C on all systems.
Spectra are recorded at 45 °C in Figure 4 (left) and in the
presence of OHM at lipid-to-OHM ratio, Ri, of 30 (right). All
spectra display the axially symmetric shape, characteristic of the
manifestation of several axially symmetric motional processes
(bond or molecule rotation, anisotropic reorientations, etc.)
known to be present in rather dynamic membranes.24,25 The
pure POPC system is the most dynamic membrane (narrow
spectrum). The presence of high amounts of SGML and 5 mol
% CHOL widens the spectra (middle traces), which indicates a
reduction in membrane dynamics. With higher amounts of
CHOL (POPC/SM/CHOL, 10/60/30, mol %), the spectra
become very wide, indicating further reduction of dynamics. In
the presence of OHM, the spectral shapes are unchanged but
become a little narrower. This is better perceived when
performing spectral simulations (red traces below the
experimental spectra) and reporting the SCD order parameter
measured at each labeled carbon position, k, on the palmitic

Figure 3. 2H NMR spectra of deuterated OHM (a) in water (7.6
mM), (b) in POPC/SM/CHOL (10/60/30) at Ri = 15, and (c) in
POPC at Ri = 15. Black traces stand for the experimental spectra, and
red traces stand for the simulated ones. The top inset is the expansion
of the simulation of (a), with W, i, and m representing water, isotropic,
and micelle traces of OHM.

Figure 4. Left panel: solid-state 2H NMR spectra in the absence (a−c) and the presence (d−f) of OHM (Ri = 30), at 45 °C: (a) 2H31-POPC, (b)
2H31-POPC/SM/CHOL (10/85/5, mol %), and (c) 2H31-POPC/SM/CHOL (10/60/30, mol %). Black upper traces represent the experimental
spectra, and red lower traces represent the simulated spectra. Right panel: order parameter profile |Sk

CD| as a function of kth labeled carbon position,
of the palmitic chain of POPC in the absence (black symbols, a−c) and the presence (purple symbols, d−f) of OHM at Ri = 30. |Sk

CD| is obtained
from spectral simulations, with arbitrary decremental assignment for positions 2−10. The error bars represent the accuracy.
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chain of POPC (Figure 4, right). All profiles display the well-
known behavior: “plateau” of elevated order parameters near
the very rigid glycerol backbone (positions 2−8) and
monotonic decrease on moving toward the chain end at
position 16, that is, at the bilayer center.24 The presence of
OHM is almost undetectable on POPC, slightly decreases the
whole profile of order parameters for POPC/SM/CHOL (10/
85/5), and has more disordering action on that for POPC/SM/
CHOL (10/60/30). By summing up all order parameters along
the chain, the effect is of 1 ± 1% for POPC, 3 ± 1% for POPC/
SM/CHOL (10/85/5), and 5 ± 1% for POPC/SM/CHOL
(10/60/30). The disordering action is concentration-depend-
ent: upon increasing the amount of OHM (Ri = 15, not shown)
on the POPC/SM/CHOL (10/60/30) membrane, the whole
disordering becomes 8%. Of interest is the observation that
disordering is observed for temperatures in the range 35−45
°C; no effect on membrane dynamics is detected at ambient
temperature. It is worth mentioning that membrane disordering
is synonymous of membrane thinning. OHM thus leads to a
reduction of membrane thickness; the more OHM, the greater
the effect and the more CHOL in the membrane, the greater
the effect.
2.2. MD Simulation. 2.2.1. OHM Position in the Bilayer

and the 2D Order Parameter. From MD simulations,
information on membrane dynamics and the location of
OHM in the bilayer can be obtained. OHM is located inside
the bilayer, with its sugar groups pointing at the water interface
and the hydrocarbon chain well-inserted in the bilayer aliphatic
core. This is well-shown in the density profile for the final
arrangement of the OHM molecules along the z axis of the
bilayer (Figure S12).

Figure 5 shows the 2D lipid tail order parameters calculated
at different distances from the center of the membrane (slices at
different depths) and their correlation with the OHM molecule
position. In the control bilayer (the first column), there is a
clear difference in the surface order parameter between the
interface at 14−16 Å and the hydrocarbon core region at 8−10
Å and the bilayer center at 0−2 Å. The center is clearly more
disordered than the two other bilayer regions, in complete
accordance with the above-mentioned NMR data. The bilayer
with OHM (the second column) shows, for the regions at 8−
10 and 14−16 Å, a decrease in the surface order parameter for
regions that match with the OHM positions that are shown in
the third column. Of interest is the fact that the region around
8−10 Å appears to be the most ordered, as was also noted in
the NMR experimental order parameters (positions 2−10
plateau along the fatty acyl chains). SCD acyl chain order
parameters can also be obtained from MD calculations: we have
obtained results in the same line of the NMR experiments, and
the presence of ≈10% of OHM also induces a decrease in order
parameters of about 10% (Figure S13).

2.2.2. Consequences of the OHM Partitioning: Interleaflet
Mixing. The order parameter decrease is usually associated with
an increase in the bilayer interdigitation and its related
diminution in the thickness. The interleaflet distributions of
the methyl group ends of the acyl chains are measures of the
mixing between the opposing monolayers.26 The density profile
of OHM (Figure S12, bottom row) shows the interdigitation of
the acyl chains.
Distances between the peaks, which characterize the

distributions of the terminal methyl groups in both leaflets,
and the percentage of the terminal methyl groups from each

Figure 5. Two-dimensional order parameter in the lipid model system. Total order parameter of the upper leaflet of the bilayer is represented
without and with OHM. The position of the OHM molecules for the same leaflet is indicated in 2D-OHM position. The numbers in angstrom on
the left indicate the distances from the center of the membrane at which the 2D order parameter was evaluated. The bilayer center is set at 0 Å.
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monolayer shared by the opposite (overlap) are shown in Table
1.

The overlap in the distributions of the CH3 terminal groups
increases after OHM addition for all three lipids [1,2-distearoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DSPC), SGML, and CHOL].
For DSPC, a slight increase in the overlap is observed (1.1%);
for SGML and CHOL molecules, instead the increase in the
overlap is more significant (16.2 and 25.4%, respectively). The
analysis confirms that the OHM molecules induce a change at
the level of the interlayer space with small consequences in
terms of average area per lipid and thickness, +0.2 Å2 and −1.6
Å, respectively.
2.2.3. Molecular Interactions at the Interface That

Stabilize OHM. To characterize the intermolecular interactions
that stabilize OHM at the interface level, the cumulative
number of molecules located around the different atomic
moieties of the lipids is plotted for each lipid group of the
bilayer as well as the water molecules (Figure 6). The sn3
oxygen atom of the OHM glycerol group that links the lipid
chain (noted O1, Figure 1) is located at the water−lipid
interface, and we have chosen it as a reference (0 Å). In each
inset, the radial distribution functions (RDFs) of the lipid
groups considered are drawn.

From the first rising region of the cumulative number and
RDF curves, the first groups that appear nearest to the OHM
oxygen atom O1 (at around 0.3 nm) are the carbonyl groups of
DSPC and SGML; the CHOL hydroxyl and water molecules;
and then phosphates, amides, and cholines. Nevertheless, only
the carbonyl and phosphorus atoms from DSPC seem to be
ordered at around 0.5 nm from the location of the OHM
oxygen O1 because only both of these atoms show a well-
defined peak in the RDF curve. Table 2 allows the comparison
of the number of atoms that are located, on average, at a
specific distance of 0.8 nm from the OHM oxygen O1.

The OHM molecules interact mostly with the carbonyl
oxygen of DSPC molecules, followed by the carbonyl oxygen of
SGML and finally the CHOL oxygen. The strong solvation of
the OHM molecules, principally at the level of the sugar head,
suggests that the water molecules could be playing a role in the
stabilization of the head group through hydrogen interactions
with other lipid head groups.
We also calculated the RDFs of the different lipid moieties

around the CHOL oxygen (Figure 7). The RDFs show that
CHOL is stabilized by the DSPC as well as SGML carbonyls
(upper row). The presence of a sharp peak centered at 0.27 nm
indicates that a strong H bond is formed between the hydroxyl
and the carbonyl groups.

Table 1. Interleaflet Mixinga

CH3 source distance between peaks (Å) overlap (%)

RAFT PC 2.3 ± 0.4 ∼59.6
SGML 5.3 ± 0.5 ∼25.4
CHOL 4.1 ± 0.4 ∼30.4

RAFT + OHM PC 3.2 ± 0.7 ∼60.7
SGML 5.2 ± 0.7 ∼41.6
CHOL 3.2 ± 0.6 ∼55.8

aThe interleaflet mixing was calculated as the overlap area between the
atomic density profiles of the terminal CH3 groups coming from both
monolayers and by the distance between the peaks of such densities.

Figure 6. Cumulative number of molecules and RDFs of OHM oxygen glycerol associated with respect to the main lipid groups located at the
interface. The RDFs for the different membrane groups around one OHM oxygen atom, between the tail and the sugar head [oxygen O1 of the
glycerol moiety (Figure 1)], are shown in the inset. The colors indicate the lipid considered, and in each graph, the moiety involved is indicated. The
origin of the graphs at 0 Å is not shown for clarity.

Table 2. Summary of the Cumulative Number of Different
Lipid Species and Their Corresponding Atomic Groups at
0.8 nm Distance for OHM Oxygen O1

DSPC SGML CHOL

O carbonyl 1.63 0.63
P atoms 0.3 0.04
N choline 0.09 0.05
N amide 0.2
O chol 0.4
waters around oxygen OHM 18
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On the basis of the peak heights, in the control bilayer, there
are equal possibilities to find a carbonyl oxygen atom from
DSPC or SGML at around 0.27 nm. However, in the presence
of OHM, the possibility increases (around 50%) for the SGML
carbonyl oxygen. For the interactions of the CHOL oxygen
with the choline nitrogen (middle row), the OHM molecule
has little effect and the possibilities to find it at around 0.4 nm
are maintained after the addition of OHM. Finally, for the
phosphorus atom, the possibility to find it at 0.4 nm from the
CHOL oxygen is higher for the DSPC molecule than that for
SGML (lower left row). Because of the addition of OHM, the
CHOL hydroxyl again misses some of these interactions.

3. DISCUSSION

Over the last 10 years, the role of ion channels in cancer
development and cancer spreading was deeply assessed,4,27

which paved the way for the design of efficient inhibitors. In
this direction, the implication of SK3 channels in cancer cell
migration and metastasis development was already estab-
lished.19 Edelfosine28 and OHM21 were the first amphiphilic
compounds that exhibited strong SK3 inhibition. Although
more works were reported to conceive heterocyclic compounds
as inhibitors of SK3 channels,29 the fact that amphiphilic
compounds can also act as efficient modulators offers new
possibilities of assessment. These original results invited to
study the mechanism of action of OHM that was first addressed
by designing new analogues (structure/activity relationship).
Accordingly, analogues of OHM featuring the incorporation of
a phosphate group or other disaccharide unit30 gave new
efficient inhibitors, but OHM remains the most promising
compound. Accordingly, further insights into the mechanism of
action of amphiphilic compounds on ion channels require the
assessment of their interactions with model membranes, which
is the aim of our study.
From the NMR experiments, two main pieces of information

can be derived: OHM is partitioned entirely into the membrane
and disorders the lipid bilayer. The first information is of
interest because it implies that there is a greater affinity for the
lipid bilayer compared to the self-association of OHM as a
micelle in water. The OHM critical micelle concentration value
of 12 μM31 is hundreds of times lower than the values used in
the experiments. The composition of the membrane appears
not to be of importance; pure phospholipids or mixtures with
sphingolipids and CHOL still lead to 100% of OHM entering
into liposomes both at Ri = 15 and 30. We have, however, to be

careful because no accurate determination of binding constants
has been performed. The second important observation is the
disordering effect observed on membranes containing large
amounts of CHOL. The system POPC/SM/CHOL (10/60/
30) is indeed in a lo phase where molecular motions are clearly
reduced by the condensing effect of CHOL. The action of
OHM appears to limit the action of CHOL by reducing the
condensing effect.
From MD (Figures 5 and S13), we apprehend that the

disordering effect can be attributed to distinct mechanisms, one
involving a direct interaction of the OHM molecules with both
species (DSPC and SGML) or another involving a CHOL-
mediated interaction, affecting the binding of those lipids with
the CHOL molecules because it was already mentioned that
CHOL molecules induce an ordering effect on the lipid tails. A
combination of both mechanisms cannot be excluded.
For edelfosine and miltefosine, a tendency was proposed to

be associated with CHOL in certain lipid domains.4,32 Other
ether lipids have been demonstrated to force the CHOL OH to
interact with the phosphate lipid group due to the absence of
carbonyl, to be stabilized.33 The consequence of this new
stabilization promoted a tilt in the CHOL molecule that the
same author has mentioned as a modulator of membrane-active
proteins. In our model, the latter would seem to be the case
(Figures 6 and 7).
CHOL controls the activity of a wide range of membrane

proteins through specific interactions.34 Indeed, protein
sequence analysis revealed that several sites of SK3 are
CHOL-binding candidates (not shown). The OHM-induced
modifications of CHOL availability in the bilayer could modify
its interaction with regions that recognize CHOL, leading to an
incorrect or inclusive misfolding of the SK3 structure with loss
of activity. This mechanism of decrease/loss of activity
(inactivation is a particular state for a channel that occurs
after activation) does, however, not exclude the fact that OHM
provokes a general destabilization of the acyl chains that would
also affect the activity of the channel.
So far, it was not demonstrated that SK3 is a lipid-dependent

channel, but the channel is activated by cell swelling and
inhibited by shrinkage,35 which suggests that the channel
activity is sensitive to the biophysical characteristics of the
plasma membrane. A change in the global organization of the
lipid environment could explain the modulation of the SK3
channel activity, but a very specific lipid interaction should not
be excluded.

Figure 7. RDFs of CHOL hydroxyl. The RDFs for the different membrane groups (black for DSPC and red for SGML) around the CHOL oxygen
are shown.
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The results in Table 1 show that the presence of OHM
induces an increase in the interleaflet mixing. It should be
noticed that the length of the hydrophobic alkyl chain was
described as a key characteristic for the activity of
alkylphospholipid derivatives that have been used as precursors
to design the OHM molecules. As shown previously for
glycerol-derived phospholipid ether analogues, the decrease in
the length from 12 carbons to 7 resulted in little or no
anticancer activity, whereas increasing the length had the
opposite effect.36 For the OHM case, this behavior is in
complete agreement with our preliminary experimental data
(unpublished results), meaning that as a result of the OHM
internalization or as a driving force to pull the hydrophilic
moiety at the interface, the interleaflet mixing (the mixing
between methyl group ends of the acyl chains from opposite
monolayers) should be considered in the mechanism of action
of this kind of compound.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This work brings new insights into the mechanism of action of
OHM that, as previously shown, can inhibit (in vitro and in
vivo) the activity of SK3 ion channels. We demonstrate, for the
first time, that deuterated OHM (2H3-OHM) is fully
incorporated in a model of membrane as revealed by 2H
NMR studies. Additional 2H NMR studies that make use of
model membranes that incorporate perdeuterated POPC
indicate that the addition of OHM has a weak effect on the
ordering parameters within the bilayer. However, model
membranes with a high concentration of CHOL (30%) or
the recording around the physiological temperature (35−45 °C
instead of 20 °C) shows a more pronounced effect of OHM on
the behavior of the bilayer that becomes less ordered. These
results indicate that OHM can slightly modify the phys-
icochemical properties of the bilayer, especially the moieties
rich in CHOL. The question of the location of OHM in this
lipid bilayer is then addressed by MD simulations. From this
study, it is concluded that OHM mainly interacts with the
oxygen atoms of the carbonyl groups of DSPC and SGML and,
in a less extent, with the oxygen atom of CHOL. The
consequences of these interactions imply a reduction of the
stabilization of CHOL within the membrane that, in the
absence of OHM, interacts also with the oxygen atoms of the
carbonyl groups of DSPC and SGML. These results show, for
the first time, the molecular interactions between OHM and
model membranes. The presence of direct interaction between
OHM embedded in the lipid bilayer and ion channels cannot
be so far excluded. This point still needs to be studied and is
the focus of our current efforts.

5. MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.1. Synthesis of Deuterated OHM at the sn2 Position.
The full synthesis is reported in the Supporting Information.
The last two steps (glycosylation and deprotection of the
lactose unit) are reported below.
5.1.1. Glycosylation Reaction. A solution of 1 (459 mg, 0.59

mmol, 1.0 equiv) and 2 (200 mg, 0.60 mmol, 1.02 equiv) in dry
CH2Cl2 (10 mL) was stirred with molecular sieves (4 Å) for 1
hour under a N2 atmosphere. At 0 °C, BF3·Et2O (29 μL, 0.235
mmol, 0.4 equiv) was added dropwise, and the mixture was
stirred for 24 h at room temperature under inert atmosphere.
The mixture was quenched by the addition of water (3 mL).
The organic layer was washed twice with an aqueous saturated

NaHCO3 solution (2 × 3 mL) and an aqueous saturated NaCl
solution (3 mL). The organic layer was dried upon MgSO4,
filtered, and concentrated to give the crude compound 3. The
product was purified by chromatography on silica gel [eluent:
petroleum spirit/ethyl acetate (6:4)] to give the pure
compound 3 (42% yield). Rf [petroleum spirit/ethyl acetate
(6:4)]: 0.12; 1H NMR (C2HCl3, 399.972): 5.32 (d, 1H, 3JHH =
3.2 Hz, H4′); 5.16 (t, 1H, 3JHH = 8.8 Hz, H3); 5.08 (dd, 1H,
3JHH = 10.0, 7.6 Hz, H2′); 4.94−4.86 (m, 2H, H2 + H3′); 4.52−
4.44 (m, 3H, H1 + H1′ + H6a); 4.10−4.05 (m, 3H, H6′a + H6′b +
H6b); 3.86−3.79 (m, 2H, H5′ + Ha CH2 sn-3); 3.79 (t, 1H,

3JHH
= 9.4 Hz, H4); 3.58−3.56 (m, 2H, Ha CH2 sn-1 + Hb CH2 sn-
3); 3.43−3.35 (m, 5H, H5 + CH sn-2 + CH2 α fatty chain + Hb
CH2 sn-1); 2.12 (s, 3H, OCH3); 2.09 (s, 3H, OCH3); 2.03 (s,
3H, OCH3); 2.01 (s, 3H, OCH3); 2.01 (s, 3H, OCH3); 2.00 (s,
3H, OCH3); 1.93 (s, 3H, OCH3); 1.52 (m, 2H, β CH2 fatty
chain); 1.22 (br s, 26H, CH2 fatty chain); 0.86 (t, 3H, 3JHH =
6.6 Hz, CH3 fatty chain);

13C NMR (CDCl3, 74.475): 170.3 (s,
CO); 170.1 (s, CO); 170.0 (s, CO); 169.7 (s, CO);
169.5 (s, CO); 169.0 (s, CO); 101.0 (s, C1′); 100.9−100.8
(C1 two diastereoisomers); 79.2−78.8 (CH sn-2, two
diastereoisomers); 76.2 (s, C4); 72.8 (s, C3); 72.6 (s, C5);
71.8 (CH2 α fatty chain); 71.7 (s, C2); 71.0 (C3′); 70.6 (C5′);
70.3−70.0 (CH2 sn-3, two diastereoisomers); 69.8−68.8 (CH2
sn-1, two diastereoisomers); 69.1 (s, C2′); 66.6 (s, C4′); 62.0 (s,
C6); 60.8 (s, C6′); 31.9 (s, CH2 fatty chain); 29.4 (s, CH2 fatty
chain); 29.3 (s, CH2 fatty chain); 26.0 (s, CH2 fatty chain); 22.6
(s, CH2 fatty chain); 20.8 (s, OCH3); 20.6 (s, OCH3); 20.5 (s,
OCH3); 14.1 (s, CH3 fatty chain).

5.1.2. Deprotection of 3 to Produce 2H3-OHM. K2CO3 (2.8
mL, 0.02 mmol, 0.5 equiv) was added to a solution of 3 (40 mg,
0.10 mmol, 1.0 equiv) in MeOH (5 mL). The mixture was
stirred at room temperature for 15 h. Then, Amberlyst IR-120
(H+) was added, and the mixture was stirred for 30 min at
room temperature. The reaction mixture was warmed (reflux),
quickly filtered, and concentrated to give the crude compound
2H3-OHM in a quantitative yield. 2H NMR (deuterium NMR
probehead): 3.78 (s, C2H3);

1H NMR (DMSO-2H6, 500.133):
5.11−5.07 (m, 2H, 2OH); 4.77 (br s, 1H, OH); 4.66 (s, 1H,
OH); 4.63 (br s, 1H, OH); 4.53−4.50 (m, 2H, H1′ + OH);
4.20−4.17 (m, 2H, H4 + H1′); 3.77−3.26 (m, 17H, H3 + H5 +
H6 + H2′+ H3′ + H4′ + H5′ + H6′ + CH2 α fatty alkyl chain +
CH2 sn-1 + CH2 sn-3 + CH sn-2); 3.00−2.99 (m, 1H, H2); 1.47
(m, 2H, β CH2 fatty alkyl chain); 1.22 (br s, 26H, CH2 fatty
alkyl chain); 0.85 (t, 3H, 3JHH = 6.8 Hz, CH3 fatty alkyl chain);
13C NMR (C2HCl3, 74.475): 103.8 (s, C1′); 102.9−102.8 (C1

two diastereoisomers); 80.7 (C4); 78.6−78.5 (CH sn-2, two
diastereoisomers); 75.5; 75.0; 74.8; 73.2; 73.1; 70.5; 68.1 (C2 +
C3 + C5 + C2′ + C3′ + C4′ + C5′); 70.6 (CH2 α fatty alkyl
chain); 69.9 (CH2 sn-3); 68.7−68.5 (CH2 sn-1, two
diastereoisomers); 60.5−60.4 (2s, C6 + C6′); 31.3 (s, CH2
fatty alkyl chain); 29.2 (s, CH2 fatty alkyl chain); 29.0 (s, CH2
fatty alkyl chain); 28.8 (s, CH2 fatty alkyl chain); 28.7 (s, CH2
fatty alkyl chain); 25.6 (s, CH2 fatty alkyl chain); 22.1 (s, CH2
fatty alkyl chain); 13.9 (s, CH3 fatty alkyl chain).

5.2. Liposome Preparation. Appropriate amounts of lipids
(ca. 10 mg) and unlabeled OHM (0.56 mg for lipid-to-OHM
molar ratio, Ri, of 15 and 0.28 mg for Ri = 30) were weighted
and cosolubilized in an organic solvent mixture [chloroform/
methanol (2:1)] to ensure a complete mixing of the
components, followed by solvent evaporation under a nitrogen
gas flow, removal of solvent traces using a high-speed vacuum
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apparatus, and suspending in water and overnight freeze-drying.
Deuterium-depleted water (100 μL) was added to obtain lipid
hydration, h = 90% [h = mass of water over the total mass of
the system (phospholipids and water)]. After shaking in a
vortex mixer, the last step was carried out, which consisted of
three freeze−thaw cycles; samples were frozen in liquid
nitrogen for 30 s, heated at 45 °C for 10 min in a water
bath, and shaken again for better sample homogeneity. Three
different systems of lipids with and without OHM were
prepared following this protocol: one with pure POPC-2H31
(PC, purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids) and two others
containing PC, CHOL, and egg SGML. The molar ratios were
the following for PC/SGML/CHOL: 10/60/30 and 10/85/05
(mwPOPC‑

2
H31

= 760.08 g·mol−1; mwSGML = 710.96 g·mol−1;
mwCHOL = 386.65 g·mol−1; mwOHM = 654 g·mol−1; and mwH2O

= 18.01 g·mol−1). Samples with deuterated OHM and
protonated lipids were prepared using the same procedure.
5.3. Solid-State and Liquid-State NMR. NMR experi-

ments were carried out on Bruker Avance III 800 MHz (18.8
T) and 400 MHz (9.4 T) spectrometers. Wide-line 2H NMR
spectra were acquired at 122.8 MHz (18.8 T) by means of a
quadrupolar echo pulse sequence37 with a π/2 pulse width of
4.5 μs, an interpulse delay of 40 μs, and a recycle delay of 2 s.
Typically, 3k to 6k scans were recorded depending on the
concentration and the temperature of the sample. The
reference for solid-state deuterium powder patterns was set to
4.7 ppm for 1HO2H. A Lorentzian noise filtering of 100−300
Hz was always applied prior to Fourier transformation from the
top of the echo signal. Quadrature detection was used in all
cases. Samples were allowed to equilibrate for at least 20 min
for each temperature before the NMR signal was acquired.
Liquid-state 1H NMR spectra (Supporting Information) were
recorded at 400.1 MHz using a simple pulse sequence, with a
π/2 pulse width of 4 μs and a recycle delay of 5 s.
Tetramethylsilane was used for reference. Nonoriented solid-
state NMR spectra were recorded in the time domain (as free
induction decays) and then Fourier transformed. Individual
components were built from the experimental estimates of
quadrupolar splittings, isotropic chemical shifts, and individual
line widths (line width is considered to be constant throughout
the pattern). Small variations were allowed to match with sharp
experimental features of the spectra. For perdeuterated chains,
weights are not variable and depend on the number of
deuterons per labeled carbon position; the individual time-
dependent signals were then added accordingly, leading after
Fourier transformation of the multicomponent spectrum. Once
the sharp features are well-defined in the simulation (ΔνQ), the
only adjustable variable which remains is the ellipsoid c/a ratio
that is bound to the orientation dependence of the global solid-

state spectrum,38 θ ≈ θ
θ θ+

p( ) sin
sin cosc

a

2

2 2 , where θ is the

orientation of the bilayer normal with respect to the magnetic
field direction and c and a are the ellipsoid axes. SCD order
parameters in the bilayer membranes are proportional to
quadrupolar splittings:39,40 Sk

CD = 4ΔνQk/3AQ.
5.4. MD Simulations. MD simulations of the system

containing the OHM molecules were performed using a newly
developed force field for such molecules and a standard force
field for lipids (see the Supporting Information).
A bilayer system mimicking the lipid environment of the SK3

channel was simulated with and without the OHM molecules as
a control (Table 3). The lipid bilayer is made of molecules of

DSPC, N-stearoyl-D-erythro-sphingosylphosphorylcholine
(d18:1/18:0 SGML), and CHOL. The lipid composition was
taken from previous work,41 where a RAFT domain with a
totally saturated lipid, SGML, and CHOL molecules was
analyzed. It is worth to notice that CHOL strongly interacts
with saturated lipids and SGML, and therefore RAFT domains
are enriched in saturated lipids.42,43

All MD simulations were performed using the Gromacs
package version 4.5.44 A direct cutoff for nonbonded
interactions of 1.6 nm and particle mesh Ewald for long-
range electrostatics were applied.45 Berendsen46 baths were
used to couple the simulation boxes with an isotropic pressure
of 1 atm and to the reference temperature of 310 K. The OHM
molecules together with the lipid membrane and water
molecules were coupled to separate the Berendsen thermostats
with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps. All bond lengths were
constrained using the LINCS algorithm,47 whereas the
SETTLE algorithm48 was used for water molecules. All systems
were solvated with SPC water molecules.49 The time step in all
simulations was set to 2 fs. The simulation time for each system
is shown in Table 3.

5.4.1. Starting Conformations. The starting conformations
for all systems were taken from previous publication.41 It is
worth to notice that in that publication, the systems were
simulated using another force field for the lipids, so the system
without the OHM molecules was simulated again using the
previously mentioned conditions. Most properties of this
system were practically identical to those reported previously.41

The protocol to insert the OHM molecules into the
membrane was described previously for the insertion of
proteins into membranes.50 Basically, it consists of several
steps of membrane and OHM molecule preparations, followed
by series of scaling of the lipid position and energy
minimization calculations (see the Supporting Information).
All trajectories were analyzed using the standard tools from

the Gromacs package and custom tcl/tk scripts in the visual
molecular dynamics environment.51 Different properties were
calculated for each of the simulated systems along the trajectory
(density profiles, RDFs, order parameters, etc.). Temporal
averages were calculated in all cases along the production stage
(the last 50 ns of the simulation).
Additionally, density profile and order parameters of each

system were measured not only to quantify the overall
organization of the lipid component but also to evaluate the
production stage of each simulation. Therefore, a system was
considered to be equilibrated when no further changes were
found in those properties on at least three consecutive intervals
of 20 ns.

5.4.2. Analysis. Most of the analysis on the trajectories was
done using standard tools from the Gromacs package 4.5. The
number density profile, the order parameter, the RDF, and the

Table 3. Composition of the Simulated Systems

number of lipids (fractional
composition)

water
molecules

simulated
time (ns)

RAFT DSPC: 54 (0.36) 5586 200
SGML: 44 (0.30)
CHOL: 50 (0.34)

RAFT−OHM DSPC: 54 (0.33) 5901 400
SGML: 44 (0.27)
CHOL: 50 (0.31)
OHM: 14 (0.09)
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interleaflet mixing were calculated and averaged over the last 20
ns of each simulation. The number of hydrogen bonds was
calculated based on an angle acceptor−donor-Hydrogen cutoff
of 30° and a distance donor−acceptor cutoff of 3.5 Å.
The area per lipid was calculated from the P atom projection

into a 2D surface using the Voronoi tessellation technique as it
was previously used and described in the literature.52−54 It
should be mentioned that this approach provides only an
approximation to the real values because it tends to
overestimate the area of smaller molecules and underestimate
that of larger ones.55 Nevertheless, it allows us to obtain a good
comparative estimation of the area per lipid for each
component and its variation when the OHM molecules are
present.
The thickness was measured as the average distance, in a

direction normal to the membrane, between the centers of mass
of the phosphorous atoms in each of the two layers to minimize
the errors due to lateral fluctuations. The obtained errors are
quite small in comparison to the experimental values because
they came from an average value along the trajectory but are
comparable to the experimental measurements of the thickness
using the Luzzati method.56,57 The order parameters were
calculated for the tail C carbon atoms located on a slice at
different depths into the membrane, to check the OHM-
induced variation of the lipid order along the membrane
normal.
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